
Brad’s dreams hinge on marriage to Jolie 
  

It seems that the American legal system is 
going to be the one that makes sure that 
Hollywood’s hottest couple, Brad Pitt and 
Angelina Jolie, do take that walk down the aisle, 
for as it turns out only marriage may make Pitt 
daddy to all of Jolie’s kids. LA-based lawyer J. 
Craig Williams said Brad, who has made no 
secret of the fact that he wants to adopt Jolie’s 
children, will need to be married to the actress if 
he wants custody of Maddox and Zahara. “It 
would take upcoming nuptials or an agreement 
to become partners for the court to approve 
such an adoption,” the Mirror quoted him, as 
saying. Evan Schaeffer, a partner at famed 
American law firm Schaeffer and Lamere, also 
said that a two-parent family would be the ideal conditions under which 
American law would grant Brad custody. “Under American law, adoption 
is a profound and significant act.” “It normally doesn’t take place unless 
there’s already been a marriage. Thus it’s reasonable to infer that a 
marriage is around the corner for Brad and Angelina,” he said. He added 
that as adoption was seen as more binding than marriage, courts were 
very careful when it came to adoption. — ANI 

  

Penelope Cruz showed her softer side on a recent visit to Nepal when she snapped the feet of 
refugee children who had escaped across the mountains from Tibet. The Spanish actress, who 
considers her photography hobby a difficult one because of her choice of heartbreaking topics, said 
that she felt like crying after meeting those kids. She is now planning a new exhibition after taking 
photos of troubled youths at a California hostel. “When I was in Kathmandu photographing kids 
who had escaped from Tibet, some who had escaped by walking across the mountains, I 
photographed their feet. Some had lost toes because of the snow.” “I have to control myself not to 
cry. Not out of pity, but seeing how tricky life is and how hard it is to make the right choices,” 
femalefirst quoted her as saying. — ANI 

Drew’s boyfriend in no hurry to wed  

Though ‘Charlie’s Angels’ star Drew Barrymore’s drummer boyfriend Fabrizio Moretti admits to 
being head over heels in love with the actress, he has rubbished rumours of any plans that include 
a walk down the aisle, saying that he’s just not ready for marriage yet. The 25-year old ‘The 
Strokes’ drummer, who has been dating Barrymore since in 2002, said that he definitely didn’t 
hear any wedding bells in the near future. “No, you definitely don’t hear wedding bells. We’re very 
happy and we love each other very much but I don’t think I’d be ready to get married any time 
soon,” Contactmusic quoted him, as saying. — ANI 

Parents approve of Moss’ new love  

With parents of both Kate Moss and her new toyboy Jamie Burke approving their romance, it 
seems a long-lasting relationship is on the cards for the new allegedly in-love-couple. The 
supermodel’s mom, who was accompanying her daughter while she was reportedly spotted cozying 
up with the ex-public school boy while holidaying in Aspen, Colorado, is said to be relieved about 
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